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Remember when my internet crashed and I couldn’t research real hobbies and 
discuss them, and I had to invent (nonsensical/rubbish) ones for myself? Well, it’s all 
fine now, so let’s talk about real hobbies this time. Hopefully Google won’t go weird 
like when it called motorbikes ‘cars’, (I’m never letting that go) but anything can 
happen. Let’s go!

Cooking

I never really got anything out of cooking toast and putting supermarket pizzas in an 
oven. I guess cooking is one of those hobbies you have to be good at to enjoy. I am 
good at judging when bread is burnt or not burnt enough, but give me some raw 
chicken and I’ll be genuinely dangerous. Then again, I heard that burnt toast can 
cause cancer (I don’t know if that’s true), so I guess I can be dangerous with toast, 
too. 

Dancing

I do get why people enjoy exercising, but I don’t get why people enjoy exercising 
whilst looking so foolish. Some dances are better than others, breakdancing is pretty 
cool, but the ‘dances’ many rock musicians do (e.g. the ‘thrusting/having sex with 
someone who isn’t there’ move) look really dumb. Especially when they get really 
into it. STOP!

Writing

I get this one. It’s not my favourite hobby, otherwise I’d REALLY be loving life, but it’s 
still enjoyable. Imagine if I liked writing as much as go-karting. A positive attitude or 
mental illness? Who knows? Not me. 

Gardening

In year 3, my class had to grow tomatoes, and it was an entertaining activity. I can’t 
remember what the point of the lesson was (other than how to grow tomatoes), but 
the mission on a larger scale? Could be fun. I wouldn’t want to watch a tree grow, 
though. Too slow!

Video Gaming

I haven’t really enjoyed games since I was 14, and even then, I spent most of my 
time screwing around online and annoying people. I consider myself a creative 
person now and back then, I was creative in winding people up. I played a really cool 
shoot ‘em up a few years ago, but I was so into it, it kind of zombified me. Then I 
decided it wasn’t good to be like that and I never played seriously again. -_-

Photography

I don’t get photography, unless you’re taking photos on the moon or whatever. 
What’s the point of photographing where you live? Don’t you see it enough? And 
now that I think of it, there are plenty of photos of the moon already. Try 
photographing a black hole, THAT will impress people. Now that I think of it, there’s a 
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picture of a black hole already, so what you have to do is photo a black hole from 
another galaxy. Good luck, get back to me in a few hundred lightyears! Nutjob. 

Singing

Like dancing, you better know what you’re doing when singing. If you’re known as a 
bit of a dickhead in everyday life, times that by at least ten when on stage.

Woodworking

Woodworking is not a hobby, the clue’s in the name - wood WORK. It’s not called 
woodhobby, is it? Or woodfun? Or woodwholesomeactivity? It should be called 
woodpain, but to be fair you do get pains of glass. I’d hate working with glass too, if 
not more so. 

Handicraft

Woodwork lite. Not quite as bad, but still not exactly enjoyable. Again, not called 
handifun. Sure, not all words are self-explanatory, in fact most aren’t, but arguably 
the best ones are. Like finger-painting. 

Drawing

I don’t mind doodling, at least. I don’t show people who I suspect are psychiatrists 
(they have a certain look) my doodles in case they know what they mean, though. I 
guess to me, they mostly mean ’skulls’. I don’t know how to go any deeper than that. 
Subconsciously, I like looking at skulls, maybe?

Painting

Like drawing, but more difficult and therefore less fun. In a perfect world, I’d like to be 
able to draw more than a stick figure and a smiling face, but the truth is I can’t, really. 
I can paint buildings that are clearly houses, but good houses? I take back what I 
said before, cameras are better than I was letting on. Actually, they’re a life saver.

Pottery

Speed art! By that I mean, you have to work the clay on top of a quickly spinning 
wheel! Very exciting if you like creating blobs of various shapes and sizes, but 
creating pots, etc.? Literally impossible. 

Glassblowing

Never met a glassblower in my life. It seems Google are winging things, like I did 
with my wacky made up hobby list. Think of a REAL pastime, internet, not a job 
almost no one has. In comparison, is being an accountant for a spaceman a hobby? 
No! But if you are, that’s a great thing to talk about, it really is.  

Acting
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Many people accuse me of acting, really I have a weird personality. Not to worry, that 
has led to less negative attention. 

Beekeeping

How is it, you can enslave bees and take their honey without enraging them and 
making them sting you? That sounds like less of a hobby, and more an experiment of 
a bored scientist! 

Shopping

Not exactly a mind-expanding activity, and in terms of how much it costs, it’s second 
only to gambling. Unless you go completely crazy when shopping, that is, then it’s 
worse. Just buy a gobstopper. They last for ages. They don’t necessarily taste nice, 
but again, ages. Now that I think of it, I’ve never had bad tasting chewing gum. 

Gambling

Not on the list I found on Google, but as I just mentioned gambling, let’s talk about it 
again. I’m sure the thrill of most likely losing all your money is very exciting, but 
personally I didn’t even like the thought of losing my cardboard/plastic Pogs. They’re 
mine! And would you REALLY like to take other people’s Pogs? What’s wrong with 
yours? They look badass. 

Exercising

Yes! I get this one! It’s more enjoyable than many people think. It’s more fun than 
losing all your money. Oh you want it back? Give away more of your money then. 
Oh, you can’t have that back either. At least you can take items you’ve bought back. 
Unless you’ve destroyed them because you’re mental. 

Computer Programming

I have a complicated relationship with computers. Some things are fun, for example 
creating stupid RPG games, but working with the code for my site’s adverts? That 
was death and I truly hope I never have to do anything like that again. The irony is, 
things were looking good for me in childhood. I made an epic platform game where a 
snail jumps on and dodges obstacles with software called ‘Klik’n’Play’, but were 
there ANY animals in secondary school I.T. lessons? Not a single one. Boring!

Camping

Another proper hobby. And setting fires without being perceived as scary? Great! 
Especially with marshmallows. A fire starter who eats sweets? In normal society that 
would usually be perceived as extremely strange, which may be why I like it. 

Hunting

I like eating animals, but killing them is too far. That’s for someone else. Hunting 
mosquitos is fine though, I hate mosquitos. But naturally, they taste horrible. (I 
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presume). 

Ok! There’s a fair amount of REAL hobbies this time. Well that’s if you can consider 
giving all of your earnings to a greedy casino-based businessman a hobby, but 
shopping I do get. Though now that I think about it, that’s giving all your money to a 
greedy businessman. Hm. Interestingly hunting’s not for me, yet I do get archery. I 
guess I only really like ‘hunting’ circles of various sizes, the smaller the better, 
obviously. Who cares about big circles, right? If I hear one more person say that, I 
think I’ll scream. Ok, I’ve never heard someone say that, but I do say it. Which is why 
people avoid me. No only joking. And on that perhaps strange note, bye!!!!  


